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In the previous edition of the Traditional Medicine Conference held at Beijing, the actual possibility of the so called Five-Element 
Theory had, in fact, a precise foundation–which finds support in accurate propositions stated long ago by Alexandrian Greek 

Mathematician Euclid–was presented. Such assumptions may be said to derive from the most ancient formal science known to human 
beings: Geometry. In this opportunity, the latest advances of research in this specific field shall be presented by the author. These seem 
to verify that Chinese pentatonic music is not only related to the Five Movements but also that it finds a precise explanation in the 
Cylce of Fifhts proposed by the Mathematics genius Pythagoras. This new method, called Therapeutic Acupunctural Resonance calls 
upon both the Greek Mathematic hypotheses as well as upon principles derived from Chinese Medicine coinciding with Morphic 
Resonance, a concept first introduced by Prof. Rupert Shedrake in the early 1990s. The author shall also confront his work with several 
Chinese lines of research which deal with the propagated sensation (T´chi phenomenon) along meridians – such peculiar combination 
of both Oriental and Occidental knowledge – to which certain results he had can actually be assigned.
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